LiveView for Engineering is a powerful and intuitive mobile viewing application that allows you to seamlessly find, view, navigate and print live engineering data to support and improve your work processes.

The solution enables you to find, navigate, review and collaborate on asset engineering data in a modern and intuitive way on iOS and android mobile devices. It provides a way to view live data from the tools in detailed grids and table views and displays lists, attributes, documents and graphics pertaining to the task at hand.

**Effective Collaboration**

LiveView for Engineering provides an ability to collaborate more effectively with your team and make project information readily available to all engineering parties. Support all your work processes right at your fingertips with this solution and learn how to make the engineering data work wherever the involved project parties are located.

**Easy Implementation**

The solution is quick and easy to implement and provides access to engineering and design data to all users including engineers, designers, clients, vendors without the need for any additional training. Available for iOS and android devices, HxGN LiveView for Engineering allows users to view the data from authoring tools in a visual manner with hierarchies, graphical and as detailed data in grids and table views.

**Reduced Risk**

Having the right information at your fingertips helps you make better, more confident decision at the right time. The solution supports viewing drawings with relevant data to the task on hand, with the option of data source to be either on prem or in the Smart Cloud.
Increased Productivity

With LiveView you can quickly find accurate and up-to-date information in context early to support your task at hand wherever you are, thereby mitigating risk and increasing safety by getting current information about specific plant items right there and then.

Improved Communication

Communicate more effectively between disciplines in a modern and intuitive way on any device of your choice. By making project information readily available to all engineering parties involved, enables other disciplines to view design data without paper document distribution, thus enabling more effective communication with the team.

Intuitive Interaction

The solution is easy-to-use for even the casual user and provides intuitive touch screen controls as well as mouse and keyboard. Larger visually attractive 3D models have fast load time and display performance with the user also having the ability to quickly translate into a fast view ready format (2D only).
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